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all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The P9510-021 exam is very challenging, but with our P9510-021 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the P9510-021 exam on your FIRST TRY!
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- Detailed questions and answers for P9510-021 exam
- Try a demo before buying any IBM exam
- P9510-021 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified P9510-021 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- P9510-021 tested and verified before publishing
- P9510-021 exam questions with exhibits
- P9510-021 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring IBM certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like P9510-021 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This P9510-021 test is an important part of IBM certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The P9510-021 exam is essential and core part of IBM certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real P9510-021 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your IBM P9510-021 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your P9510-021 now!

QUESTION: 1
What is the best definition for the Business Glossary component of Information
Server?

A. Business Glossary is a template for dictionary terms
B. Business Glossary establishes a vocabulary of business terms to enhance
communication between technical and business professionals
C. Business Glossary manages rules about who has access to meta data
D. Business Glossary enables export of meta data to wiki's and blogs

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
Are DataStage and QualityStage integrated at the interface, metadata, and engine
levels?

A. No. They are only integrated at runtime.
B. Yes. They are integrated for developers at design time, at the engine for runtime,
and at the meta data level for impact analysis and data lineage.
C. No. They still have separate developer interfaces.
D. No. They can invoke each other at run time at the engine level, but have a
separate meta data model.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
Why is impact analysis, using the Metadata Workbench or DataStage, important to
development teams and their organizations?

A. It measures how quickly data was loaded into a target system
B. It identifies all the assets affected by a potential change to a transformation or
data model
C. It determines the resources used by a parallel transformation job
D. It measures the time a developer spends using the tools

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
What are the metadata bridges supported by Information Server?

A. Protocols supporting the import of web logs into Information Server
B. Interfaces that support the import of meta data from industry standards and
popular data integration tools such as Erwin, Business Objects, CWM, etc.
C. Special encrypted connections for transporting data between Linux and zOS
D. High speed transports for Web Services

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
Which is NOT a benefit of Information Analyzer?

A. Gain insight into your data source
B. Reduce hardware requirements
C. Improve personnel productivity
D. Reduce the time to profile data by 70%

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
What is the value of the QualityStage extension called WAVES?

A. WAVES is a new meta data sharing standard
B. Support for Linux networking
C. WAVES helps with web surfing
D. WAVES enables a customer to validate addresses in over 233 countries

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
QualityStage is primarily used for name and address cleansing and standardization.
However, its freeform analysis capabilities can be extended and used with any type
of freeform text. What is another major example of freeform text that often needs
standardization and de-duplication for Master Data Management initiatives?

A. Clothing sizes
B. Part names and inventory descriptions
C. Financial figures
D. RFID tag values
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